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ECO V4 glue for mats, one component

Floor mat for complete area installation (with glue)
- It is required a perfect, smooth permanently dry and

sound subfloor.
- Never use conductive primers, since they reduce the

subfloor's absorbency.
- Rubber mats should be dry laid first to reach the floor

temperature (acclimatise)
- Create a copper grid, and connect it to the ground.
- Use conductive adhesive to apply the rubber mat.

Water dispersion adhesive type ECO V4, easy to
apply, is mostly used on absorbent and moisture-
stable subfloors.
-Detailed installation procedures available on

demand.

NORAPLAN 2 layers , Rg = 106 - 107�

dissipative GRAY / conductive BLACK

for heavy duty appliances, to be glued
7804.180 122cmx2mmx12meters rollconductive glue

mat 2 layers

floor grounding point

copper grid
(made by copper
adhesive tape)

copper grounding strips should be
about 6 meters from each other

Interlocking PVC ESD-TILE
7mm thick interlocking tiles manufactured from PVC with millions
of tiny stainless steel fibres distributed evenly throughout the tile
to provide a permanent anti-static floor.
The tiles are dry laid over any hard and flat base even on
damaged, damp or contaminated surfaces.
The tiles are clicked together quickly and simply by means of
dovetail joints.
Resistance to ground <106 �

7805.805 Interlocking PVC ESD-TILE, RAL7031, 49 x 49cm
7805.812 Interlocking ramp 49 X 14cm, RAL7001, NOT ESD

Conductive glue for sticking mats on benches or on the floor.
Rs.: < 3x105

�

7805.840 One component conductive glue, black color , 16Kg can
Useful time 10-15 minutes, consumption about 350g/m2

NEW!

Flooring solution for runners and workstations (without glue)

NORASTAT 2 layers

dissipative GRAY / conductive BLACK
can be laid loose without adhesive
7804.181 122cmx2.5mmx10meters roll

A two layer rubber, glare free surface, for connection to a
conductive backing.

Resistance to ground: Rg < 107 - 108�

Used to ground ESD matting
Self-adhesive - 0.05mm thickness -
30m long roll

7805.828 COPPER adhesive
earthing tape 10mm wide
7805.830 COPPER adhesive
earthing tape 15mm wide

7805.834

GROUNDING KIT
Supplied with one
meter long copper
earthing type. Dowels
and screws not
supplied.

COPPER EARTHING TAPE FLOOR
GROUNDING KIT


